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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Global inverse function theorems are much used in such diverse areas as 
network theory, economics, and numerical analysis. For such applications in 
network theory, consult the papers of 1. W. Sandburg [8] and Wu and 
Desoer [ 101 and their extensive references for specific applications. In the 
case of economics, Sandburg’s paper and his references give specific 
examples of when it is desirable to know when a mapping f is globally inver- 
tible. And, of course, in the area of numerical analysis it is of some impor- 
tance to know, e.g., when the nonlinear equation f(x) = 0 has a unique 
solution. 
Most proofs of global inverse function theorems on R”, R” the standard n- 
dimensional euclidean space, have exploited very heavily the use of covering 
space techniques in the following manner: Given f: R” + R”, f having a 
continuous non-zero jacobian, an hypothesis on f (such as, e.g., f has a 
continuation property of some kind or is proper or has a path lifting proper- 
ty, etc.) is added in order to force f to be a covering mapping. This, then, 
implies f is a global diffeomorphism because of the classical local inverse 
function theorem and the simple connectedness of R”. (For proofs of this 
kind see [ 1, 10,6, 7, 81, and in a Banach space setting 191.) 
There is, however, another direction one may take, which heretofore does 
not seem to have been done in proving such theorems. Namely, iff: R” -+ R” 
is to be a C*-diffeomorphism, then it would have to be C2-isotopic to a linear 
mapping. That is, there is a C*-homotopy H: Z X R” + R”, Z the closed 
interval [0, 11, between f and a linear mapping such that for fixed t, the 
mapping H(t, 0): R” + R” is a C*-diffeomorphism. 
The object of this paper is to prove global inverse function theorems using 
the above scheme. As a bonus, using the techniques developed we provide a 
proof of a problem posed by Ortega and Rheinboldt ([6, p. 1401). We add, in 
passing, that these theorems generalize to mappings f: U + V between spaces 
U and V to which the techniques generalize. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
Before stating and proving our theorems we recall some definitions and 
notations which will be used in the sequel. A differentiable map f on R” into 
R” is a d@omorphism if it is one-one, onto, and has a differentiable inverse. 
A continuous map f is proper iff i(K) is compact whenever K is compact. 
The symbol 1 . 1 denotes either the absolute value of a real number or the 
norm of a vector or of a linear mapping, depending upon which object is 
enclosed within the bars. The symbol 0 will denote both the zero scalar or 
the zero vector. A mapping f: R” + R” will be said to satisfy the 
continuation property with respect to continuous functions g: I -+ R”, if the 
existence of a continuous function p: [0, a) + R”, 0 < a < 1, such that 
f(p(t)) = g(t) for all t in [0, a) implies lim,,,-p(t) = p(a) exists and 
f(2-W = g(a). 
If u = (Ui )...) u,,) is a (row) n-vector, t~l= (vi,..., u,)’ denotes its transpose, 
the corresponding column n-vector. If M is an n x n matrix, det M denotes 
its determinant. Also, if L is a linear mapping and x is an n-vector, L . x 
denotes the value L(x). 
Next, a C2-differentiable function f: Rn --) R” is said to satisfy the general 
hypothesis if f(0) = 0 and f’(x) is nonsingular for all x in R”. 
Continuous mappings f and g between spaces X and Y are homotopic if 
there is a continuous mapping H, called a homotopy, defined on Z X X into 
Y such that H(0, x) = f(x) and H( 1, x) = g(x) for all x in X. 
If J R” + R” is a Cz-mapping with f(0) = 0, here is the C2-homotopy 
which we will be checking to see if it is an isotopy. 
H(t, x> = f(tx)/t O<t<l 
= f’(0) . x t = 0. 
To see that this mapping is C2 when t = 0, write f(x) = (f,(x),..., f,(x)). 
Then, for each coordinate function fi off, 
h(x) = r,’ &tx) dt, 
where the “dot” denotes differentiation with respect to t. Evidently, 
J: &(tx) dt = J: $I 
J 
xj g (tx) dt. 
J 
Hence fi(x) = CT= 1 gj(x) Xj> where gj(X) = (A (a?/axj)(tx) & and f,(tx)/t = 
C gj(tx) xj. The result follows. 
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Finally, in Section 7, examples of mappings f and H are considered under 
various hypothesis together with the families of arcs induced by H-‘(y), y 
in R”. 
3. PROPOSITION 
Let f satisfy the general hypothesis. Then, for each y in R”, H-‘(y) 
consists of a nonempty union of closed arcs, wherein: if A c H-‘(y) is an 
arc, and if the hyperplane t = c cuts A, it does so transversally in exactly one 
point. 
Proof: First, before proceeding to the main body of the proof, it will be 
helpful in the sequel to express H(t, x) as H(t, x) = (H,(t, x),..., H,(t, x)). 
Then H’(P) is represented by the n x (n + 1) matrix 
F 1. 
3H, 3H, 8H, - . . . - 
at ax, ax, 
(1) 
=?I ..,aH, affll 
Bt ax, ax, 
Note that by the definition of H, the rz X n matrix obtained by deleting the 
first column of the above matrix is the mapping f ‘(tx). It is evident from (1) 
that, since f ‘(x) is nonsingular everywhere, H’(P) has full rank for each P in 
IxR”. 
Secondly, since H’(P) has full rank everywhere in the above manner, for 
each y in R”, H-‘(y) consists of a union of closed arcs--compact or 
not-and possibly circles; moreover, the endpoints of these arcs must lie in 
the set 0 x R” U 1 X R”, the boundary of I X R”. More precisely, on this last 
point, H-‘(y)nOXR”=OX f'(O)-'. y and H-‘(y)n 1 x R”= 
1 x f-‘(y) (see Lemma4, p. 13 of [5] and Section 5 of [5]). 
Now let A be any arc (or possibly a circle, which will be ruled out in the 
body of the proof), A c H- ’ (y). To each point P on A we can assign a 
continuously differentiable unit tangent vector 1(P) e, + v, where e, is the 
unit vector which lies along the positive t axis and v = (0, a, ,..., a,,) (again 
see Section 5 of [5] or Section 4 of 141). Since H is constant along A, 
H’(P) . (A(P) e, + V) = 0. Thus A(P) H’(P) . e, = -H’(P) . v; and, from (l), 
evidently H’(P) . v = f ‘(tx) . w, where w = (a, ,..., a,), t = t(P) and x = x(P). 
We therefore have 
1(P) H’(P) e e, = -f ‘(tx) . w. (2) 
It follows from (2) that if the hyperplane t = c cuts A, it does so transver- 
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sally; otherwise 1(P) = 0, therefore 1 w 1 = 1, and so f’(cx) is singular. In 
addition, if the hyperplane t = c cuts A in more than one point, there are 
points, say P and Q, for which l.(P) . A(Q) < 0; thus A = 0 somewhere along 
A, contrary to the above. Clearly this also rules out the possibility that A can 
be a circle (see Fig. 1). 
Because of the nonsingularity of f’(O), H-‘(y) is nonempty for y in R”. 
Indeed, there is a unique arc A with an endpoint (0, a) where a = f’(O)-’ e JJ; 
and the proposition follows. 
Before proving the global inverse function theorems, we first prove some 
properties of the arcs of H-‘(y), the first of which is: 
(i) Since A is connected, if the hyperplane t = c cuts A, so does t = d, 
where c < d < 1 if an endpoint of A lies in 1 X R” or where 0 < d < c in case 
an endpoint of A lies in 0 x R”; and if t = c does not cut A, neither does 
t = d for d < c in the first case or d < c in the second. 
Let S be the bounded set of real numbers defined by S = (c: the hyper- 
plane t = c cuts A}. Either 0 or 1 is in S; so assume without loss of 
generality 1 is in S. Now, in that case, let c0 = inf S. If for some positive real 
number a, that part of A which lies in the closed region of 1 x R” between 
the hyperplanes t = c0 and t = c, + a is bounded, then, because A is closed, 
the hyperplane t = c,, cuts A. Hence 
(ii) A is either compact or asymptotic to the hyperplane t = c,,. 
0 x R” t=c 1 x Fi" 
FIGURE 1 
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We can parametrize the arc A by t in the following way: If the hyperplane 
t = c cuts P, P is given coordinates (c, x,(c),...,x,(c)), where x(P) = 
(x,(c),..., x,(c)). This leads to the following representation of 1 as a function 
oft: 
A(t)= *(l +.?;+ *.. +ii)-“2, (3) 
where the sign is chosen depending upon the orientation of the arc A, and the 
“dot” denotes differentiation with respect to t. 
This representation, in turn, implies the following geometrically obvious 
statement: 
(iii) The arc A is compact if, and only if, /A 1 is bounded away from 
zero. 
As a corollary to the Proposition, we now prove the following version of 
an inverse function theorem given in [4]. 
4. THEOREM 1 
Let f be as abotle. Then f is a C*-diffeomorphism IX and only if, the set 
HP ‘( y) is compact for each y in R *. 
ProoJ If H-‘(y) consisted of more than one arc, then there would be an 
arc, say B, which, because of compactness, would be cut twice by the hyper- 
plane t = 1, contrary to hypothesis. Hence H-‘(y) consists of that unique 
arc A whose left endpoint is (0, f ‘(0) i . y). Again, because of compactness, 
it has a right endpoint in 1 x R”, which lies in 1 X f - ‘(y). It follows, 
therefore, that f is one-one and onto. 
The direct part of the corollary now follows from the classical local 
inverse function theorem. The converse is left to the reader. 
We now further illustrate the above techniques by providing a simple 
proof of a global inverse function theorem due to Hadamard 121. We give 
the modern statement of this theorem as it is found in [6, p. 137). We also 
show how these techniques lead to a solution of a problem posed by Ortega 
and Rheinboldt in [6, p. 1401. 
5. THEOREM 2 (HADAMARD) 
Let f satisfy the general hypothesis. Further, suppose that as a linear map 
/f l(x)-’ j ,< K < CO uniformry in x. Then f is a C2-d@eomorphism. 
Proof: Let y be any element in R” and let A be any arc of H- ’ (y). We 
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will show that it is false that A can be noncompact and simultaneously that 
If’(x)-’ 1 can be uniformly bounded. 
To that end, note that from (2) in(P)1 jf’(tx)-’ . ~1 = IH’(P) . e,I 1 WI < 
K IA(P where u = (H’(P) . ei)/l(ZZ’(P) + e,)l. Hence, by (3), as IPI-+ co 
along A, I L(P)1 + 0, and hence I w I -+ 1. Therefore I H’(P) . e, I+ 0. Again 
from (2), this implies If’(tx) . WI -+ 0. But for any P in A, I WI < If’(tx))’ 1 
If’(rx) . WI. Th is clearly implies sup If’(x)-‘/ = co for x in R”, and the 
theorem follows from Theorem 1. 
The converse of this theorem is well known to be false. (See Example i, 
Section 7.) 
Once we have shown that the members of HP i(v) are compact because of 
the norm restriction placed on f ‘(x)-l, rather than invoking Theorem 1 to 
prove Hadamard’s theorem, we can do so directly by showing that f has the 
continuation property with respect to continuous paths. 
ProojI In fact we will prove much more: We will show that given a 
continuous function q: I+ R” with q(0) = a and a point b with f(b) = a, 
there exists a unique continuous function p: I-+ R” with p(0) = b and 
f(p(s)) = q(s) for all s in I. That is, to say, f has the path lifting property 
with respect to continuous functions. Moreover, it suffices to do this for a = 
b = 0. Otherwise define q’: I+ R” by 
4’(s) = MS> O<S<i 
=q(2s- 1) +<s<1, 
where L(s) = 2sb. 
If q’ can be lifted to p’, then because f is a local homeomorphism it must 
be unique by a standard argument, and so: p’(s) = L(s) for 0 < s < 4 and 
f(p’(s)) = q’(s) for $ < s < 1. Define p(s) = ~‘(4 + 4s) and note that q(s) = 
q’(fs++)forO<s,<l. 
Now let q: Z-1 R” be any continuous function with q(0) = 0. For each s in 
Z consider H- ‘(q(s)); and let As denote the unique arc H- ‘(q(s)) whose left 
endpoint is (0, f ‘(0)-l . q(s)). A, compact implies its right endpoint is a 
member of the set 1 x f -‘(q(s)). Define p(s) by p(s) is the second coor- 
dinate of that right endpoint. That is, given q: Z-1 R”, q specifies a family of 
compact arcs A, which corresponds points on the continuous path 0 x 
f’(O)-’ . q(s) to points on a path 1 X p(s), whose continuity we yet have to 
show. 
Evidently p(0) = 0, because A, is the path {(t, 0): 0 < t < 1 }; moreover 
q(s) = f(p(s)) by construction. If we can show that p(s) is continuous, then 
we are done. 
To that end, for each s, let A, be given by A, = ((t, x(t, s)): 0 < t < 1 }. 
Since H is constant on A,, A, is a solution of the differential equation 
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BH/& + aH/ax . 1= 0, with initial condition x(0, s) = f’(O))’ e q(s), where 
aH/& = (8H,/&..., aH,/&)‘, 1= (ii ,..., i,,)‘, and aH/& is the standard 
n X n matrix representing the linear mappingf’(tx). Now 
aH-’ 8H 
R=--.--=h(t,x,s), 
8x at 
and since H is a Cz-mapping, h is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition throughout any bounded neighborhood U of the arc A,. Thus the 
solution x = x(t, s) of the above differential equation is a continuous function 
of t and the initial condition given by s throughout a sufficiently small 
tubular neighborhood T of A,, T c U. Otherwise put, for any F > 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that /s - a 1 < 6 implies ix(t, s) - x(t, a)1 < E. Hence 
Jp(s) - ~(a)1 < E whenever 1s - al < 6, and the statement follows. 
This solves a problem posed by Ortega and Rheinboldt, who wished to see 
a direct proof that the hypothesis of the above theorem of Hadamard implies 
f has the continuation property for continuous functions. We could equally 
as well have shown that the norm condition implies that f is proper. This 
condition, together with det f’(x) being continuous and nonzero, is 
equivalent to f being a C2-diffeomorphism. This was Hadamard’s strongest 
theorem on this subject [3). 
To do so, assume f is not proper. Then there is a sequence of points x, 
from R” such that lim,,, Jx,J = co but lim,,, y, = y, where y, = f(x,). 
We leave it to the reader to show that the unique arc A of H-‘(y) with left 
endpoint is noncompact. 
So far we have not explicitly made use of the representation of 1 as A(t) = 
(1 + i; + . . , + -y) 112. We do so now. 
From (4) by Cramer’s rule, we find 
det Ni 
xi = - det(aH/ax) ’ 
where Ni is the n x M matrix obtained from aH/ax by replacing its ith 
column by the column vector aH/&. It is clear from (3) and remark (iii) that 
the following theorem follows. 
6. THEOREM 3 
Let f satisfy the general hypothesis. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) f is a C2-d@eomorphism. 
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(b) Zf H is constant on the differentiable curve (t, x,(t),..., x,,(t)), xi(t) 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition for each i. 
(c) det(N,(P))/det(aH/ax)(P) <K < 03 is uniformly bounded for each 
i and all P in IX R”. 
7. EXAMPLES 
We close out this paper by giving various examples which not only 
illustrate the techniques used in proving these theorems but, in addition, 
show the necessity of various hypothesis. All functions f will be from the 
reals to the reals. 
Here is an example of C2-diffeomorphism which does not satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2. 
(i) f(x) = In x + +- , x> 1, 
=(x- 1)- (x- 1)’ + (x- 1)” I 11 
2 3 6 ’ 
x< 1. 
The next example illustrates the necessity for f ‘(0) to be nonsingular in 
order that H-‘(y) have a unique arc with left endpoint. 
FIGURE 2 
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(ii) f(x) = x2. In this case H(t,x) = tx’. The arcs of H-‘(c) are 
solutions to the equation tx2 = c, which clearly are asymptotic to t = 0 when 
they exist. 
A variation of the above example shows that properness of the mapping 
and f’(0) nonsingular is not enough to ensure properness of H. 
(iii) Let f(x) = x2 -x. Here H(t, x) = tx2 -x. The solutions of the 
equation tx2 -x = c, which represent the set H-‘(c), change radically 
depending upon whether f -l(c) has a solution or not. Figures 2 and 3 are 
rough sketches of this for c > -$ in one case, and c < -$ in the other. 
The dashed curve, 2xt - 1 = 0, is where f’(tx) is singular. All curves 
pictured become asymptotic to t = 0. 
We finally consider the classical example of a function f whose derivative 
f’ is everywhere nonsingular but fails to be a C2-diffeomorphism. Namely, 
(iv) Let f(x) = e” - 1. H(t, x) in this case is given by 
,r.x - 1 
H(t, x) = t, O<t<l 
X. t = 0. 
The arc H-‘(c) is compact for c > -1, but is asymptotic to the some line 
t=p for c<-1. 
FIGURE 3 
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